We introduce a practical method for abductive analysis of modular logic programs. This is obtained by reversing the deduction process, which is usually applied in static-data ow analysis of logic programs. The approach is validated in the framework of abstract interpretation. The abduced information provides an abstract speci cation for program modules which can be of assistance both in top-down development of programs and in compile-time optimization. To the best of our knowledge this is the rst application of abductive reasoning in data ow analysis of logic programs.
Introduction
Data ow analysis by abstract interpretation is typically intended to statically derive approximated information (the analysis) about run-time properties of programs, by applying rules (clauses) to initial states (goals), with the inference of a result. This deductive approach to logic program analysis is usually based on abstract unfolding (i.e. replacement + abstract uni cation) and is shared by several of the frameworks proposed in the literature (e.g., see 2, 4, 5, 6, 10, 20] ). In 6] this approach has been applied to modular logic programs providing a compositional analysis in presence of modules. Compositional abstract interpretation is essential for large program development so that altering one module does not require re-analysis of the entire program. A logic program is viewed as consisting of a set of modules, each module de ning a subset of the program's predicates. Analyses are constructed by considering abstract interpretations of the compositional semantics introduced in 3]. The abstract meaning of a module corresponds to its analysis and composition of abstract meanings corresponds to composition of analyses.
In this paper we consider the converse of this process in the context of static program analysis, i.e., inferring the possible extensions for open predicates of a module by assuming a given (abstract) property on their composition. The process of reversing deduction is logically justi ed by the abductive reasoning (an excellent survey on the wide literature on abduction is in 18]). Abductive reasoning is formulated as follows: \given a set of rules (clauses) P and a conjunction of atoms (an observation or simply a goal) G, nd the set of atoms Q (the hypothesis) such that G is a logical consequence of P Q" (see 18, 21] ). Atoms in Q are indicated as abducible information.
From the abstract interpretation viewpoint, the abductive reasoning can be statically used to derive program properties of modules once the specication of the properties of their composition is given. We call this analysis abductive. The idea is to show which abstract properties a program module Q (or the semantics of Q) have to satisfy, so that the composition with a program module P (i.e., P Q) satis es a given observation. This application of abduction can be understood as generating hypothesis which are causes for observations which are e ects. This approach is particularly useful for the analysis and development of modular logic programs, as it provides a systematic way for automatically (and statically) generate abstract speci cations for program modules. Therefore it could be of assistance in the top-down development of a program to meet a speci cation. Indeed, there is an interesting relation between abduction and speci cation techniques based on weakest-prespeci cations 16 ]. In particular we prove that our abductive analysis corresponds precisely to compute an abstract weakestprespeci cation with respect to program composition de ned by set-union, i.e., the weakest observation (or speci cation) that must be met by the program module Q in order that the composition P Q will accomplish the original task speci ed by its observation. A semantic account of this is provided by showing that abstract abduction corresponds to the abstract weak-op-inverse (see 16]) of the traditional T P -based semantics described in 12]. This result further justi es the use of abductive analysis in systematic program development. From the program optimization viewpoint, it is worth noting that the applicability of optimization techniques to a program module may depend on the de nition of its open predicates. This speci es a kind of \precondition" on the semantics of the module which has to be assumed in order to perform program optimizations. This precondition can be speci ed in terms of an assumption on the possible semantics for the open predicates, providing an abstract speci cation for the development of possible extensions of the module which are consistent with the intended program behavior and optimization. While concrete speci cations for programs are usually oriented to provide a complete description of the program meaning, an abstract speci cation is only intended to describe a speci c program property: the one interesting for the analysis and optimization.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents some preliminary de nitions and notations. Section 3 resumes some results on compositional semantics and analysis of modular logic programs. The main contribution is in Section 4, where we characterize abduction as composition inverse, and we introduce a practical method for abductive analysis of modular logic programs. Some applications are discussed in Section 5.
Preliminaries
In the following we assume familiarity with the standard de nitions and notation for logic programs 1], constraint logic programs 17, 15] and abstract interpretation 9]. The powerset of a set X is denoted by }(X ). A poset with domain X and partial order v is denoted X v . We write f : A ! B to mean that f is a total function of A into B. The identity operator x:x is often denoted id. Function composition is denoted . The ordinal power of f is denoted f " for an ordinal . Throughout, we assume a xed set of function symbols , a nite set of predicate symbols and a xed denumerable set of variables Var. The set of variables occurring in a syntactic object t is denoted by var(t). The set of terms de ned on and Var is denoted Term. Herbrand constraints are nite conjunctions of equations between terms; the system of such Herbrand constraints is denoted by H.
Constraints are (possibly in nite) disjunctions of Herbrand constraints. We often view a disjunction of Herbrand constraints as a set of Herbrand constraints. We let false denote the unsatis able constraint (e.g., the empty disjunction) and true the always satis able constraint (e.g., the empty conjunction). We write 0 if logically implies 0 . C denotes the set of disjunctions of Herbrand constraints over Term modulo logical equivalence.
Thus C is a complete lattice ordered by with bottom element false and top element true, and^as glb. We abuse by denoting (C;^) the corresponding concrete constraint system. The set of atoms constructed from predicate symbols in and terms from Term is denoted Atom. It is well known that \ordinary" logic programs can be characterized as constraint logic programs on H (see, for example, 17]). This simpli es somehow the presentation. A goal is of the form ] a, where is a Herbrand constraint and a is a sequence of atoms; we occasionally abuse notation and treat the sequence of atoms a as a set, and write b 2 a to refer to an element of this set. The empty sequence of atoms is denoted by true. We let ha i i n i=1 denote the sequence a 1 ; : : :; a n . The concatenation of sequences b 1 is determined by computing a solution (a set of equations in solved form or most general uni er) of . In the following of this paper we will often abuse notation by using j = to denote di erent notions of satis ability. We let the reader to distinguish them according to the context. We x a partial function mgu which maps a pair of syntactic objects (i.e., terms, atoms or clauses) to an idempotent most general uni er of the objects if it exists. For a syntactic object t and constraint , we write (t) to denote t where = mgu( ). For a set of constraints , (t) = f (t)j 2 g. Equivalence 
Concrete and abstract semantics
In the following, we resume the main results in concrete semantics for composition in 3] and compositional analysis in 6]. If P 1 ; : : :; P n are logic program modules, then P = n i=1 P i is a modular logic program. Such a program is said to be predicate disjoint if no predicate is de ned in more than one module. We assume that modular programs are predicate disjoint unless otherwise speci ed: this assumption, considered also in 6, 18], simpli es the presentation somewhat. For a logic program (or module) P, open(P) denotes the set of predicates that occur in the body of a clause in P but are not de ned in P (we often call them abducible predicates) 1 .
Concrete semantics for composition
The base semantics is the compositional bottom-up semantics of Bossi et al. 3] , instantiated to the case of predicate disjoint modules. In 3], an interpretation is any element in Int = }(Clause). Programs and interpretations have then the same structure (i.e., sets of clauses). The concrete semantics is formalized in terms of unfolding of clauses unf : Int Int ! Int, specifying every possible way to unfold each literal in each clause of P 1 once using clauses in P 2 
unf is a binary associative operator (see 11]) on Int, which is additive on its rst argument and continuous on its second one. A bottom-up semantics for open logic programs is de ned in 3] in terms of \iterated unfolding" | that is, repeatedly unfolding the clauses in a program until further unfolding produces no change. The xpoint semantics of a program P is then given by the function F : Int ! Int, de ned as F(P) = lfp(T P ), where T P : Int ! Int is de ned as T P (I ) = unf (P; I P ), and for any program P, we denote by P the set f p( x) ? p( 12 ]. The following formalizes the notion of compositional semantics based on clause unfolding and provides the basis for the compositional analyses described below.
Theorem 3.1 concrete composition 3]]
Let P 1 and P 2 be modules. Then: F(P 1 P 2 ) = F(F(P 1 ) F(P 2 )).
Abstract semantics and deductive analysis
The relevance of compositionality in logic program analysis has been rstly addressed in 6] by introducing a framework which is based on the compositional semantics F and which formalizes the analysis in terms of the standard theory of abstract interpretation ( 9] ). We follow 6] by assuming that (Int ; ; AInt v ; ) is a Galois insertion 2 and that the abstract semantics F A : AInt ! AInt safely mimics F, i.e., for each I 2 Int:
(F(I )) v F A ( (I )). The abstract semantics of a module P is F A ( (P)).
Theorem 3.2 correctness of compositional analysis 6]]
Let P 1 , P 2 be modules. Then: (F(P 1 P 2 )) v F A (F A ( (P 1 ))tF A ( (P 1 ))).
In the following, an abstract constraint system (A; ), is a domain of ab- 
Likewise concrete unfolding, unf A is proved to be associative, additive and continuous (see 14] ). The abstract semantics F A : AInt ! AInt is de ned for a program module P as F A ( (P)) = lfp(T A (P) ) where T A (P) : AInt ! AInt is de ned by T A (P) (I a ) = unf A ( (P); I a t ( P )). By correctness, F A is correct with respect to F ( 6, 14] This terminology has been introduced in 16] to generalize the inverse of sequential command composition ; on speci cations. Given a program speci cation R, the weak-op-inverse f ?
R of f R = X :X ;R (when it exists) provides the weakest-prespeci cation, i.e., the weakest speci cation that must be met by the subprogram P in order that, given the speci cation W , P;R will accomplish the task W . It is immediate that: f ? exists i f is additive, and f ? is uniquely determined by f (e.g., see 9]).
We consider a program property as any element in }(Int). Let F : Int ! Int be an idempotent operator which is compositional (in the sense of Theorem 3.1), i.e., for any P 1 ; P 2 2 Int: F(P 1 P 2 ) = F(F(P 1 ) F(P 2 )), and let F(P) be the semantics of P. A program P satis es a property P 2 }(Int) (written P j = P) i F(P) 2 P. An additive semantics for logic programs can be provided by lifting F on program properties. For any property X 2 }(Int), the deductive semantics for composition of P is S P (X ) = fF(P X ) j X 2 Xg. The weak-op-inverse of S P exists and it is uniquely de ned by S ? P (X ) = fY j F(P Y ) 2 Xg.
The following result provides an alternative view of abduction, relating abducible information with weak-op-inverses of deductive semantics for composition. Theorem 4.2 Q j = S ? P (P) i P Q j = P. S ? P is often useless even when computed on abstract domains as it is not constructively de ned from F. In the following of this section we provide:
(1) a concise de nition of program properties that can be easily used in conjunction with abstract domains for analysis; and (2) a practical method to approximate abduction on abstract domains, providing terminating abductive analysis of modular logic programs. We will be mainly concerned with properties of successful computations, therefore we will always refer to properties as collections of sets of unit-clauses in }(Int).
Program properties as (abstract) observations
We introduce the notion of abstract observation for a module. Intuitively, an abstract observation for a program has to describe the meaning of its de ned predicates, so that they satisfy a given property. In our case, abstract observations for a program module P will be abstract goals on the predicates de ned in P. A goal ] b is then intended to describe any program P providing meaning for the atoms in b, so that the constraint is satis ed in any successful derivation for b in P. Example ). In this case we say that 0 is the answer constraint. In the following, for any set of variables V we denote ans(V) a at and linear atom such that var(ans(V )) = V . To simplify the notation, for any syntactic object s, we denote ans(s) the atom ans(var(s)), and we will omit V when it can be deduced from the context. We extend this notation to abstract goals (observations) and programs: let P be a program module and G a be an abstract observation (or simply an abstract goal), the goal G a has an abstract successful derivation in (P) i
ans ? ] true 2 unf A (fans ? G a g; F A ( (P))). The correctness of abstract successful derivations is a consequence of the following Lemma 4.3
Let unf A be a safe and monotone approximation for unf , and F A be the induced abstract xpoint semantics in a Galois insertion (Int; ; AInt; ).
For a program module P and goal G a : unf ( (fans ? G a g); F(P)) (unf A (fans ? G a g; F A ( (P)))). It is worth noting that this result provides an e cient and concise way to approximate, on generic abstract domains, the weak-op-inverse of program composition (see Theorem 4.2).
Example 4 Let P = fp(x; z) ? q(x; y); q(y; z)g be an open program, and G a = x $ y ] p(x; y) be an abstract observation for P. As shown in the previous example, Q = fq(x; y) ? x $ y ] trueg satis es the abstract observation for the open predicate q: x $ z ] q(x; y); q(y; z) which is obtained by solving the observation G a in the compositional abstract semantics for P. By Theorem 4.7: P Q satis es G a .
The unfolding of an abstract observation for a module P into the abstract semantics of P produces a set of abstract observations for the open predicates yet specifying relations on the original predicates de ned in P. Projecting out this information (on the variables of the new observation only) may lead to an inconsistent result, as shown in the following Example 5 Consider the program P = fp(x; y) ? q(y)g and the abstract observation x ] p(x; y). By unfolding we obtain the observation x ] q(y). Intuitively, no de nition for q can instantiate x to ground. However, as shown in Example 3, projecting out x can lead to a contradiction, because for any Q = fq(x) ? ] trueg: Q j = x ] q(y), but Q 6 j = fxg x ] q(y).
Applications
Termination in abductive analysis boils down into termination of compositional analysis. As observed in 6], compositional analysis based on unfolding may not terminate even with nite or noetherian abstract domains for substitutions (constraints). This because the xpoint iteration may introduce clauses with bodies containing an arbitrary number of open atoms. Some solutions to this problem have been proposed in 6, 13]. In 6] an additional (and orthogonal) layer of abstraction, the ?-abstraction 4 , is applied to deal with unbounded clause bodies in the abstract semantics. This approach provides nitary descriptions for arbitrary large clauses, but makes the analysis less precise. Clause bodies are restricted to contain at most one occurrence of each (open) predicate symbol. In this case, since is nite, the domain of abstract interpretations AInt results a nite-height lattice. The ?-abstracted compositional semantics is denoted F A ? . This semantics is compositional correct (see 6]), therefore (by Theorem 4.7) it can be correctly used in abstract abduction. The approach in 13] is oriented to provide a compositional complete abstract semantics. This is obtained by taking, as semantics of P, the result of a nite number of iterations of the T A (P) operator, without reaching the xpoint. While this would not be correct in general, for nite abstract domains (e.g., for Prop or Sharing) the resulting denotation has the same compositionality properties of the concrete xpoint semantics. The xpoint iteration sequence T A (P) "n (n 1) is stopped when T-stability is reached, i.e., whenever for each Q Given the abstract observation G a = x 1 $ x 2 ] sort(x 1 ; x 2 ), we abduce ans(x 1 ; x 2 ) ?~ ] ins(x 5 ; x 6 ; x 7 ) where~ = x 1 $ x 5^x2 $ x 7^x6 . As before, it is easy to observe that the program P ins P gl satis es the abduced observation, i.e., P ins P gl j =~ fx 1 ;x 2 g (x 1 $ x 2 )^~ ] ins(x 5 ; x 6 ; x 7 ). By Theorem 4.7, P sort P ins P gl satis es the observation G a .
However, notice that P sort P ins is invariant with respect to gt and le for the observation (on sort) G a . To prove this invariance, we apply Corollary T ( (P sort P ins ))): 0 = 0^( x 1 $ x 2 ). Therefore, independently on the de nition Q of gt and le: P sort P ins Q j = G a . This is enough to conclude that a di erent de nition for gt and le, e.g., P lg P num de ned below, does not a ect the ground dependency of sort, always giving ground bindings for sort. P lg : gt(s(X),0) :-num(X). 
